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We present a comprehensive study, using both analytical and numerical methods, of measurement-induced
localization of relational degrees of freedom. Looking first at the interference of two optical modes, we find
that the localization of the relative phase can be as good for mixed states—in particular, for two initially
Poissonian or thermal states—as for the well-known case of two Fock states. In a realistic setup the localization
for mixed states is robust and experimentally accessible, and we discuss applications to superselection rules.
For an ideal setup we show how a relational Schrödinger cat state emerges and investigate circumstances under
which such a state is destroyed. In our second example we consider the localization of relative atomic phase
between two Bose Einstein condensates, looking particularly at the build up of spatial interference patterns, an
area which has attracted much attention since the work of Javanainen and Yoo. We show that the relative phase
localizes much faster than was intimated in previous studies focusing on the emerging interference pattern
itself. Finally, we explore the localization of relative spatial parameters discussed in recent work by Rau,
Dunningham, and Burnett. We retain their models of indistinguishable scattering but make different assump-
tions. In particular we consider the case of a real distant observer monitoring light scattering off two particles,
who records events only from a narrow field of view. The localization is only partial regardless of the number
of observations. This paper contributes to the wider debate on relationism in quantum mechanics, which treats
fundamental concepts—reference frames and conservation laws—from a fully quantum and operational
perspective.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.71.042107 PACS numberssd: 03.65.Ta, 42.50.2p, 03.75.2b
I. INTRODUCTION
It is a generally accepted principle of modern physics that
absolute physical quantities have no intrinsic usefulness or
physical relevance. While the issues had been debated for
centuries, they found their modern expression with Mach,
whose influence on Einstein during his formulation of gen-
eral relativity is part of physics mythology. Understanding to
what extent various theories are sor can be maded completely
relational sMachiand is, however, a somewhat slippery busi-
ness. For example, the Machian features of general relativity
were elucidated most clearly by Barbour and co-workers
years after Einstein’s original publication f1g.
Part of the problem when trying to examine issues of
relationalism in physics is that we generically are forced to
describe our physical surroundings in terms of some specific
reference frame. A reference frame is simply a mechanism
for breaking some symmetry, and if we are careful then we
need to describe the reference frame itself in terms of the
specific physical objects of which it is comprised. For inter-
nal self-consistency, this procedure should be undertaken
within the confines of the physical theory under examination.
Once we have done so, it is perilously easy to describe phys-
ics once again in “absolute” terms—properties look absolute
with respect to the one fixed reference frame. To avoid this
pitfall one common procedure is to examine the translation
of the physical description from one observer’s reference
frame to another, and such translation yields insight into the
relational features of the physics under consideration.
In applying this sort of thinking to quantum mechanics
several problems present themselves fairly quickly. The first
is that of setting up a reference frame described in purely
quantum-mechanical terms. The extent to which this is a
problem depends upon the extent to which one is prepared to
accept classical objects and fields within the theory. Opinions
vary. At one extreme classical clocks, spatial reference
frames and the like are simply presumed to exist; the
quantum-mechanical systems under investigation are taken
to couple to the classical reference frames in such a way that,
for example, “position of the object” is by fiat well defined
after an appropriate measurement. This is the common per-
spective taken when teaching wave mechanics, for instance.
At the other extreme, popular in certain approaches to quan-
tum gravity, every reference frame object sclock, pointer,
etc.d is assigned a quantum-mechanical state. Issues sur-
rounding the macroscopic limit sor otherwised of these ob-
jects must then be tackled.
The second main set of problems encountered quantum
mechanically are related to dynamics. Issues of the specific
dynamical couplings between the objects under investigation
and the objects comprising the frame become important,
most notably the effects of “backreaction.” The specific dy-
namics involved are also of importance in trying to examine
how one might translate between physical descriptions of the
same system by two different observers. The inevitable dis-
turbances that arise in quantum-mechanical procedures one
observer may implement in order to fix a system with respect
to their frame, generically force a dynamical examination of
translation into a different observer’s frame sas opposed to
the kinematical translation possible in classical theoriesd.*Electronic address: hugo.cable@Imperial.ac.uk
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In this paper we examine some simple dynamical mecha-
nisms wherein some relationally defined degree of freedom
of two systems becomes well localized sin some sense “clas-
sical”d with respect to some specific observer. In particular
we consider two systems initially uncorrelated with respect
to some relative degree of freedom, and examine processes
whereby an observer may induce a correlation. We focus on
measurement based schemes, i.e., situations wherein the ob-
server seeks to establish correlation by appropriate measure-
ment. In contrast to most situations when studying quantum
measurements, wherein the information obtained about the
premeasurement state is the priority, here we are interested in
controlling the properties of the induced postmeasurement
state. This sheds light on certain process whereby an ob-
server may use one system as a reference for another. We
examine the speed at which these references are created, and
the stability of the relationship once established. We look at
cases wherein the initial states of the systems under consid-
eration are mixed, in addition to the more commonly consid-
ered pure state case.
A final set of issues of interest in examining relationalism
in quantum mechanics involves conservation laws, superse-
lection rules, and symmetry breaking. In algebraic quantum
field theory, the existence of absolute conservation laws and
associated superselection rules srules forbidding the creation
of superpositions of states with different values of the con-
served quantityd is taken to be true axiomatically f2g. A less
absolutist, and more operational, approach was initiated by
Aharonov and Susskind f3g. They suggested that forbidden
superpositions can in fact be observed provided that the ap-
paratus used by an observer are prepared in certain special
states. The states suggested by Aharanov and Susskind were
not particularly realistic. We present as an alternative certain
mixed states with well localized relative phase, which are
much more experimentally feasible, and can reproduce the
desired effects with no loss due to the lack of purity.
We begin in Sec. II by considering the localization of
relative optical phase, given two cavities of photons initially
in Fock snumberd states. Aspects of this problem were ana-
lyzed numerically by Mølmer f4,5g and analytically by Sand-
ers et al. f6g. We progress to the mixed state case investigat-
ing the localization between two Poissonian or two thermal
states, introducing a two mode visibility for rigorous com-
parison. In particular, we show that the localization of the
relative phase of the mixed states is just as good as for the
pure states in these cases. We also show the emergence in an
ideal setup of a “relational Schrödinger cat state,” and dis-
cuss how slight imperfections lead to a destruction of the cat.
In Sec. III we look at the interference of two Bose con-
densates, a process in which relative localization of atomic
phase plays an important role. A numerical analysis was per-
formed by Javanainen and Yoo f7,8g, and some analytic
analysis was given by Castin and Dalibard f9g. In our analy-
sis we borrow from our study of localizing optical phase and
see in particular that the localization of atomic phase takes
place on the same rapid time scale, and much faster than is
apparent in the simulated spatial interference of Javanainen
and Yoo.
Finally, in Sec. IV, we turn to the localization of relative
position, a problem studied recently by Rau et al. f10g. We
extend their results to scenarios involving initially mixed
states and less specialized scattering processes which gener-
ate only partial localization.
II. LOCALIZATION OF RELATIVE OPTICAL PHASE
A. Pure initial states
We begin our study of relative localization in quantum
mechanics by examining in detail the dynamical localization
of the relative phase of two, initially independent, single
modes of light. A simple operational procedure for both
causing and probing such localization is depicted in Fig. 1.
Two cavities initially containing N and M photons, respec-
tively sand thus described by pure initial states uNluMld both
leak out one end mirror svia linear mode couplingd. Their
outputs are combined on a 50:50 beamsplitter, after which
they are detected.
Despite the cavities being in Fock states with no well-
defined relative phase, it is well known that an interference
pattern is observed at the two detectors. The interference
pattern can be observed in time if the two cavities are popu-
lated by photons of slightly differing frequencies or, as in
standard interferometry, by varying a phase shifter placed in
one of the beamsplitter ports. The reason for this contradic-
tion with the naive dictum “number and phase are conjugate
quantities” may be understood as follows.
Consider the case after a single photon has been detected
at one of the detectors. Then the new state of the two cavities
is uN−1luMl± uNluM −1l, i.e., it is entangled. It is simple to
show that the second photon is much more likely to be de-
tected at the same detector. The exact ratio of the probabili-
ties of being counted at the same detector and at the other is
sN+M −1+˛NMd to sN+M −1−˛NMd. When N=M this ra-
tio is strictly greater than 3, and tends sharply to infinity as N
and M approach 1. This is in agreement with the phenom-
enon, demonstrated by the well-known Hong, Ou, and Man-
del dip experiment f11g, whereby two uncorrelated and iden-
tical photons, simultaneously incident on the input ports of a
FIG. 1. Photon number states leak out of their cavities and are
combined on a 50:50 beamsplitter. The two output ports are moni-
tored by photodetectors. The variable phase shift t is initially fixed
at 0.
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50:50 beamsplitter, must both be registered at the same out-
put port. Further detections lead to a more and more en-
tangled state. It is not so surprising then that detections on an
entangled state lead to some form of interference pattern. In
essence, after a small number of detections the relative num-
ber of photons in each cavity is no longer well defined, and
so a well defined relative phase can emerge. Note that this is
only possible if the beamsplitter, detectors, and cavities all
have well defined relative positions.
One method for confirming this intuition is to use a quan-
tum jumps approach sfor a review of quantum jump methods
see Ref. f12g, and references thereind, and numerically simu-
late such a system through a number of detection procedures
as was performed in Refs. f4,5g. However, such simulations
yield little in the way of physical insight. As such, we follow
instead a procedure introduced in Ref. f6g. We begin by ex-
panding the initial state ucIl= uNluMl of the cavities in terms
of coherent states ual , ubl:
ucIl = NE
0
2p E
0
2p
du df e−isNu+Mfdualubl s1d
with a=˛Neiu, b=˛Meif and the normalization N
=1/˛PNsNdPMsMd4p2, where Pnsmd=mne−m /n! is the Pois-
sonian distribution. For the moment we will ignore normal-
ization.
Consider now the case that a single photon is detected at
either the left detector DL, or the right one DR. Since we are
interested only in the change of state in the cavity modes, we
treat the exterior modes as ancillas, and find the Kraus op-
erators KL ,KR describing the effect of the detection sfor an
explanation of quantum operations see, for example, Ref.
f13gd. It is reasonably simple to verify that they are propor-
tional to a±b, where a ,b are annihilation operators for the
modes in cavity A ,B respectively. The constant of propor-
tionality depends on the transmittivity of the end mirrors.
In the event that some number l of photons are detected in
DL while r photons are detected in DR, the state of the two
cavities evolves as follows:
ucIl → KLl KRr ucIl
~ KL
l KR
r E E du df e−isNu+Mfdualubl
~E E du df e−isNu+Mfdsa − bdlsa + bdrualubl .
In order to understand the localization in relative phase
which occurs between the two cavities, we need to consider
the coefficient
Cl,r ; sa − bdlsa + bdr. s2d
For our purposes it is sufficient to focus on the case that the
cavities begin in the same photon number state; it should be
noted, however, that the physics of the highly asymmetric
case is somewhat different.
Consider first the case that uau= ubu, that is, N=M. In this
case,
Cl,rsu,fd = Nsl+rd/2seiu − eifdlseiu + eifdr
= s4Ndsl+rd/2s− idleisl+rdsu+fd/2 sinl
D
2
cosr
D
2
, s3d
where D;sf−ud. For the moment we can ignore factors that
do not depend on u ,f, since they will be taken care of by
normalization.
We are particularly interested in the behavior of Cl,rsu ,fd
as the total number l+r of detections gets larger. To examine
this limit, we make use of asymptotic expansions f14g for
Cl,rsu ,fd as follows. When photons are detected at both de-
tectors,
Usinl D2 cosr D2 U <˛ llrrl + rl+r expF− l + r4 sD − D0d2G ,
s4d
where D0;2 arccos ˛r / sr+ ld when D takes values between
0 and p, and D0;2p−2 arccos ˛r / sr+ ld between p and 2p.
D0 denotes the values of the relative phase around which the
localization occurs. When all the photons are detected at one
detector the appropriate expressions are
Ucosr D2 U < expF− r8D2G for D P f− p,pg ,
Usinl D2 U < expF− l8 sD − pd2G for D P f0,2pg . s5d
We see that as l+r gets larger, the state of the two cavities
evolves into a superposition sover global phased of coherent
states with an increasingly sharply defined relative phase. A
plot showing the evolution of Cl,rsu ,fd is shown in Fig. 2.
This localization in relative phase is responsible for the in-
terference phenomena seen at the two detectors, as was ex-
amined numerically by Mølmer f4,5g.
This is our first concrete example of dynamical relative
localization, and so we explore carefully the key features.
First, the value D0 at which the relative phase localization
occurs depends on the sratio ofd the specific number of pho-
tons l ,r detected at each detector. This is of course probabi-
listic and we denote by Pl,r the probability of detecting l and
r photons in the left and right detectors, respectively. A com-
plete expression for Pl,r is obtained by a simple heuristic
treatment of the dynamics, as we now show.
We suppose as in Ref. f6g that population leaks out of
each cavity according to a linear coupling with parameter e
and that e is small. After the action of the beam splitter and
the photon detections, l at the left detector and r at the right,
the full expression for the cavity modes is
NE du df e−iNsu+fdCl,rse,u,fdu˛1 − ealu˛1 − ebl ,
where the normalization factor N=1/PNsNd4p2 and
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Cl,rse,u,fd = KrU˛ea + b˛2 LKlU˛e− a + b˛2 L
extracting the l and r photon components of the coherent
states. The probability Pl,r is given by
N 2E du du8 df df8 e−si/2ds2N−r−ldsu+fdesi/2ds2N−r−ldsu8+f8d
3Cl,rse,u,fdCl,rse,u8,f8d*
3k˛1 − ea8uu˛1 − ealk˛1 − eb8uu˛1 − ebl .
By treating the coherent states as quasiorthogonal sfor the
basic properties of coherent states see, for example, Ref.
f15gd
ka8ual = exps− ua − a8u2d , dsf − f8d ,
kb8ubl = exps− ub − b8u2d , dsu − u8d
and using the relation for the gamma function Gsfld
E
0
2p E
0
2p df
2p
du
2p
cos2r
D
2
sin2l
D
2
=
Gsr + 0.5dGsl + 0.5d
pGsr + l + 1d
we obtain the following approximation for Pl,r:
Pl,r < Fs2eNdr+lsr + ld! e−2eNG sr + ld!r!l! Gsr + 0.5dGsl + 0.5dpGsr + l + 1d . s6d
The approximations would naïvely be expected to hold good
when several, but not too many, photons have been recorded
so that Cl,r is narrow while the amplitudes ˛1−ea ,˛1−eb
are still large. In fact detailed inspection of the probabilities
Pl,r computed numerically reveal that the fractional error of
the approximation s6d compared to the exact values is
roughly 0.6e, growing linearly with the leakage parameter. In
terms of its general features, Pl,r is seen to be a product of a
global Poissonian distribution in the total number of detected
photons l+r and a second function depending on the precise
ratio of counts at Dl and Dr.
A plot of the exact values for the probabilities Pl,r of
different measurement records is plotted in Fig. 3 for typical
parameter values, e=0.2 and initial state u20lu20l, where
each spot marks a possible measurement outcome. Plotting
Pl,r reveals the likely degree of localization of the relative
phase D a finite time after the start of the procedure, and the
values of D0 which are picked out. e corresponds to a time
parameter, an approximation which holds good provided e is
not too large. Looking at the precise distribution in Fig. 3 we
see that given e=0.2 it is most likely that 7 photons sapproxi-
mately 2eNd have been counted, corresponding to the ridge.
The most probable events involve all the photons being
counted at one detector or the other, picking out a relative
phase of 0 or p. However, the density of points is greatest
about D0=p /2, where there are equal counts at both detec-
tors. Overall no particular value of the relative phase is pre-
ferred in this example.
FIG. 2. The evolution of Cl,rsu ,fd. In sad localization about
D0=p after 1, 5, and 15 counts when photons are recorded in
the left photodetector only. sbd Localization about D0
= ±2 arccoss1/˛3d,1.9 after 3, 6, and 15 counts when twice as
many photons are recorded in the left detector as the right one. The
symmetry properties of the Kraus operators KL and KR cause Cl,r to
have multiple peaks.
FIG. 3. A plot of the exact values of the probabilities Pl,r for all
the possible measurement outcomes to the procedure a finite time
after the start, against the absolute value of the relative phase which
is evolved. The initial state is u20l u20l and the leakage parameter e,
corresponding roughly to the time, has a value of 0.2. Each spot
corresponds to a different measurement outcome with l and r counts
at detectors Dl and Dr, respectively. The value D0 of the relative
phase which evolves in each case is given by 2 arccos ˛r / sr+ ld.
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Once a given measurement outcome has occurred with l
and r counts in the left and right detectors, respectively, the
resultant state of the two cavities has two symmetries as can
be seen from the explicit form of Cl,r, Eq. s3d and in Fig. 2.
A 2p translational symmetry identifies physically identical
phases. In addition there is symmetry in Cl,r about D=0. This
exists because the procedure as described so far localizes the
absolute value of the relative phase. When photons are de-
tected at both ports Cl,r is peaked at two different values ±D0.
Looking at the asymptotic form of Cl,r as l and r tend to large
values we see that the state that emerges, uc‘l, takes the
following form:
uc‘l ~E du e−i2ugu2uugl ^ fe−iugu2D0ugeiD0l + eiugu2D0uge−iD0lg ,
s7d
where ugl= uug ueiu l and ugu=˛N− fsl+rd /2g. The relative
component of the two mode state, contained in the square
brackets, is a superposition of two coherent states with the
same amplitude but different phases ±D0—ordinarily called a
Schrödinger cat state. uc‘l has in addition a sum over all
values of the global phase u. A state of the form Eq. s7d could
be a termed “relational Schrödinger cat state.”
Creating the superposition Eq. s7d would, however, be
experimentally challenging as it requires perfect phase sta-
bility. In practice we find that the Schrödinger cat is sensitive
to any asymmetry, or instability in the system. The effect of
a randomly varying phase is to cause localization about one
particular value of the relative phase. This phenomenon is
evident in the numerical studies of Molmer f4,5g. These in-
corporate a slight frequency difference between the two cav-
ity modes causing the free evolution to have an additional
detuning term exp isvb−vadb†bt. Combined with the random
intervals between detections, this means that the process can
be described by Kraus operators a±eitb where the phase t
takes random values for each photodetection. The relative
phase then takes a unique value varying randomly for each
run. A dynamically equivalent process occurs when atoms
from two overlapping Bose Einstein condensates drop onto
an array of detectors and are detected at random positions; a
detailed discussion of this point follows in Sec. III.
In the case of an idealized setup, in which the phase shifts
throughout the apparatus remain fixed, one component of the
relational Schrödinger cat state can be removed manually.
We suppose that after l and r photons have been detected at
Dl and Dr in the usual way the phase shifter is adjusted by
±D0 and that the experiment is continued until a small num-
ber of additional photons have been detected. The phase shift
translates the interference pattern in such a way that with
high probability the additional counts will occur at one de-
tector. These additional measurements eliminate the un-
wanted component of the cat state and confirm a well defined
relative phase.
The next important feature we turn to concerns the robust-
ness of the localization. In the limit of a large number of
detections, the state of the two cavities becomes equivalent
to
uc‘l =E du e−2iugu2uuglugeiD0l s8d
with ugl= uug ueiu l some coherent state. The coherent states,
being minimum uncertainty Gaussian states, are the most
classical of any quantum states. Thus we expect states of the
form uglugeiD0l to be robust. However, uc‘l is a superposition
over such states, and this could potentially affect the robust-
ness. That this is not the case, can be understood by noting
that the superposition in Eq. s8d is summed over the global
phase u of the coherent states.1 Under evolutions obeying an
additive conservation of energy rule sphoton-number super-
selectiond, which is essentially the extremely good rotating-
wave approximation of quantum optics, this global phase
becomes operationally insignificant. This is discussed in a
little more detail in Sec. II D below.
Finally we point out that a state of the form Eq. s8d is, for
any processes involving relative phases between the cavities,
operationally equivalent to a tensor product of pure coherent
states for each cavity uglugeiD0l. However, because of the
phase factor e−2iugu
2u
, the state is, in fact, highly entangled. If
we expand it in the sorthogonald Fock bases, as opposed to
the non-orthogonal coherent states, we find a state of the
form
uc‘l =E du2pe−2iugu2uuglugeiD0l
= o
n,m=0
‘
˛Pnsugu2dPmsugu2d E du2peisn+m−2ugu2dueimD0un,ml
= o
m=0
2ugu2
˛P2ugu2−msugu2dPmsugu2deimD0u2ugu2 − m,ml , s9d
where un ,ml denotes a product of photon number states,
P
.
s.d denotes a Poissonian factor and 2ugu2 is a whole num-
ber of photons.
B. Mixed (Poissonian) initial states
The example of the previous section, while usefully illus-
trating many features of relative localization, is not experi-
mentally accessible due to the assumption that we have ac-
cess to large photon number, initially pure, Fock states
populating the cavities. In particular, if we are looking for a
mechanism by which relative localization occurs naturally in
our interactions with surrounding objects, the previous ex-
ample is somewhat implausible as it stands, in as much as it
would suggest that macroscopic levels of entanglement are
necessary to localize relative degrees of freedom.
With this in mind, we turn to a more realistic scenario.
While it is implausible that the cavities are populated by
large Fock states, it is not implausible that they are populated
1By “global phase” we are not referring to the always insignificant
total phase of a wave function, but rather the phase generated by
translations in photon number eia†a. This is still a relative phase
between different states in the Fock state expansion of a coherent
state.
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by a large number of photons, and that all we know is the
mean number N¯ of photons. In such a situation we would
assign the quantum state of the cavity as a Poissonian distri-
bution over photon number sif we were following a maxi-
mum entropy principled. Alternatively, we may be populating
the cavities by sindependentd light from lasers, in which stan-
dard laser theory leads to the photon number distribution
being Poissonian f16g.
As such, we reconsider the above localization procedure,
assuming now that the initial state of the cavities is
rI = o
n
PnsN¯ dunlknu ^ o
m
PmsN¯ dumlkmu
=
1
4p2 E E du dfualkau ^ ublkbu , s10d
where a=˛N¯ exp if and b=˛N¯ exp iu. As in the previous
section, we consider the evolution of rI given that l ,r pho-
tons are detected at the left and right detectors, respectively,
rI Þ KL
l KR
r rIKL
†lKR
†r
~ KL
l KR
r E E du dfualkau ^ ublkbuKL†lKR†r
~E E df duua + bu2rua − bu2lualkau ^ ublkbu
~E E df duuCl,rsu,fdu2ualkau ^ ublkbu
with Cl,rsu ,fd as in Eq. s3d. Clearly the discussion about the
localizing nature of Cl,rsu ,fd applies equally well in this
case. The expression Eq. s6d approximating the probabilities
for different measurement records when the initial state is a
product of Fock states is exact for a product of Poissonian
states. In the limit of a large number of detections
r‘ =E duualkau ^ uaeiD0lkaeiD0u . s11d
We see that, quite remarkably, the relative phase localization
of the mixed states is just as sharp and just as rapid as that
of the pure states.
To rigorously quantify the degree of localization of rela-
tive phase we define a visibility for the prepared two mode
state. This definition is illustrated by Fig. 4. It is supposed
that the second mode undergoes a phase shift t before being
completely combined with the first at a 50:50 beam splitter.
The expected photon number at the left port is then denoted
Istd. This intensity is evaluated for all possible phase shifts t,
allowing a visibility for the two mode optical state to be
defined in terms of the difference between the maximum and
minimum values as follows:
V = sImax − Imind/sImax + Imind . s12d
By definition, the visibility takes values between 0 and 1.
For a product of photon number states uNluMl the action
of a phase shifter on the second mode merely introduces an
irrelevant factor of eiM, and hence the intensity Istd is con-
stant for different phase shifts t and the visibility V is 0. In a
similar way the visibility is 0 for any product of mixed states
diagonal in the photon number basis, such as the product of
Poissonian states in Eq. s10d. On the other hand, for a
product of coherent states u˛N¯ eiu lu˛N¯ eisu+D0dl and, uc‘l Eq.
s8d and r‘ Eq. s11d summed over the global phase, and all
three with exactly one value D0 for the localized relative
phase, we can easily show that Istd is proportional to
cos2fsD0+td /2g. Istd is then maximized if the phase shifter is
set to t=−D0 and 0 for t=−D0+p. Therefore the visibility is
1 for these three examples for which the relative phase is
perfectly correlated.
After involved calculation, extending methods and results
developed earlier in this section, a simple expression for the
intensity and the visibility can be found for the case of two
initial Poissonian states and an idealized experiment for
which the phase shifts throughout the apparatus remain fixed
ssee Appendix A for the derivationd:
Istd ~ r cos2
t
2
+ l sin2
t
2
+
1
2
, s13d
Vl,r =
ur − lu
r + l + 1
. s14d
If the detections are all at one detector, the right one say, Eq.
s14d simplifies to r / sr+1d which tends rapidly 1, and in fact
is 1 /2 even after one detection. However, it is also seen that
the expression diminishes to 0 for measurement outcomes in
which the proportion of counts in the left and right detectors
becomes equal. This does not reflect less localization in those
cases but is an artifact of the definition of the visibility. It is
easy to see that if the state of the two cavities is localized at
two values of the relative phase these will both contribute to
the intensity at one port in the definition of the visibility;
changing the phase shift t will tend to reduce the contribu-
tion of one while increasing that of the other so that overall
FIG. 4. Istd is the intensity at the left output port after the
second mode undergoes a phase shift of t and is combined with the
first at a 50:50 beam splitter. This intensity is evaluated for all
possible settings of the phase shifter. Extremizing over t, the vis-
ibility for the two mode state is defined as V= sImax− Imind / sImax
+ Imind.
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the variation in the intensity is reduced. In more detail, the
visibility is underestimated when r< l because of the emer-
gence of a relational Schrödinger cat state and specifically
because of the occurrence of two peaks in Cl,r approximately
p apart. However, in realistic situations we expect the cat to
be killed by slight asymmetries sas in the pure state cased and
thus the visibility to tend to 1 in all cases.
C. Mixed (thermal) initial states
In the examples presented above, there was no limit to
how sharply the localization could be achieved. We now ex-
amine the case that both cavities are initially populated by
thermal states with equal mean photon numbers N¯ along the
same lines as above. As such, the initial state is
rI = o
n
N¯ n
s1 + N¯ dn+1
unlknu ^ o
m
N¯ m
s1 + N¯ dm+1
umlkmu
=
1
4p2N¯ 2
E E dn¯ dm¯ df du e−suau2+ubu2d/N¯ ualkau ^ ublkbu ,
where a=˛n¯ exp if and b=˛m¯ exp iu. Under the measure-
ment of l,r photons at the left and right detectors, respec-
tively:
rI Þ KL
l KR
r rIKL
†lKR
†r
~E d2a d2b e−suau2+ubu2d/N¯KLl KRr ualkau ^ ublkbuKL†lKR†r
~E d2a d2b e−suau2+ubu2d/N¯ ua + bu2rua − bu2lualkau ^ ublkbu
~E d2a d2b e−suau2+ubu2d/N¯ uCl,rsn¯,m¯,f,udu2ualkau ^ ublkbu .
Unlike previous examples uCl,ru does not provide a simple
picture of the localization of the relative phase due to the
additional dependence on the mean photon number variables.
However an intensity and a visibility can be computed as in
the Poissonian case above ssee Appendix Bd. For an arbitrary
measurement record the results are
Istd ~ l cos2
t
2
+ r sin2
t
2
+ 1, s15d
Vl,r =
ur − lu
r + l + 2
. s16d
If all the measurements occur in one detector, the right one
say, the visibility is r / sr+2d which is 1 /3 after just one de-
tection and which tends to 1 rapidly—but slower than in the
Poissonian case. In addition an expected visibility a finite
time after the start of the procedure Sl,rPl,rVl,r can be com-
puted using an exact expression for the probabilities of dif-
ferent measurement records
Pl,r =
sN¯ edr+l
s1 + eN¯ dr+l+2
, s17d
which notably has the form of the probabilities for two inde-
pendent sources of thermal light with parameter eN¯ . The ex-
pected visibilities for the thermal and Poissonian cases are
compared in Fig. 5. These averages do not tend to one as the
visibility underestimates the degree of localization for emer-
gent relational Schrödinger cat states, where the prepared
states are localized at two values of the relative phase, as
discussed previously in Sec. II B. However, the general trend
is clear. The cavity modes initially in thermal states tend, as
in the Poissonian case, to a state which is perfectly correlated
in relative phase while remaining separable. Although more
photons must be detected to achieve the same degree of lo-
calization when the initial states are thermal the localization
proceeds very rapidly in both cases.
D. The connection to superselection rules
A conservation law makes operational sense sor nonsensed
only when related to the procedures whereby the conserved
physical quantities are measured. In particular, the frame of
reference against which the measurements are made plays a
crucial role. Certain frames of reference se.g., position, atom
numberd are more in accord with our everyday experience
than others se.g., “charge phase,” “isospin phase”d. This has
perhaps more to do with the ground state of the universe sthe
electromagnetic vacuum in particulard which acts as a readily
accessible reference frame, than with any fundamental physi-
cal restrictions.
A belief in absolute conservation laws leads to a belief in
absolute superselection rules sSSRd. To illustrate how the
more relational approach works, let us consider quantum op-
tics under the “rotating wave approximation” srefer, for ex-
ample, to Ref. f15gd, equivalent to a strict superselection rule
for energy under which the energy is additively conserved,
and in the absence of any absolute phase reference. Under
such an assumption, superpositions of states of different pho-
ton number ssuch as coherent states of lightd and superposi-
tions of nondegenerate atomic states sugl , ueld are forbidden.
Interaction Hamiltonians are strictly excitation conserving,
FIG. 5. Expected visibilites for sad an initial product of two
Poissonian states splussesd and sbd an initial product of two thermal
states scrossesd, with an average photon number N¯ for both cavities.
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for example the familiar Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian H
= uelkgu ^ a+ uglkeu ^ a† is allowed, where a,a† are annihila-
tion, creation operators for an optical mode sfor a discussion
of Jaynes-Cummings dynamics see, again, Ref. f15gd.
If we are asked how to operationally create and verify the
existence of a superposition of atomic states of the form
ugl+ uel, then a simple response is to drive the atom through
a cavity containing a coherent state of light for an appropri-
ate length of time, where the interaction Hamiltonian is H
above. Measurement of the atom after exiting the cavity
yields it in the ground state half the time. However, this
could be due to the atom being in a mixed state, and thus to
verify a coherent superposition has been obtained, the atom
can be sent through a second cavity, also in a coherent opti-
cal state, after which it can be found that the atom is always
in the ground state. This demonstrates it was actually in a
coherent superposition ugl+ uel between the two cavities.
What Aharonov and Susskind noted in Ref. f3g, was that
the two cavities did not, in fact, need to be in coherent states.
In fact, a state of the form Eq. s8d is operationally just as
good as initial coherent states, for the purposes of demon-
strating a coherent superposition of atomic states as just
described.2 As noted previously, this state is one of fixed
total energy, and thus there is no violation of the conserva-
tion law globally.
An objection to this argument having much physical rel-
evance can be made along the lines discussed above, namely,
that states of the form Eq. s8d are not easy to come by in
nature, and in fact are highly entangled. We see, however,
from the results of Secs. II B and II C, that a mixed state of
the form s11d would do just as well for the operational dem-
onstration of coherent superposition envisaged by AS. Such
mixed states are much more easily preparable, and would
seem to conform more closely with the type of reference
frame states that observers typically prepare.
It is observations such as this that lend hope to the idea
that such dynamical localization of relational variables may,
in fact, be of significance in obtaining a deeper understand-
ing of quantum mechanics. The effect is not some fragile
phenomenon relying on pure states. In this regard it is also
important to note that the localizing mixed states, in Secs.
II B and II C, are manifestly separable—they contain no en-
tanglement. In fact, r‘ for both Poissonian and thermal ini-
tial states has the interesting feature of being formally sepa-
rable, but not locally preparable under a superselection rule
sor equivalently lack of a suitable reference framed, a feature
first noted in Ref. f17g.
III. BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATES AND RELATIVE
LOCALIZATION OF ATOMIC PHASE
A common, and useful, description of BEC’s makes use
of a coherent state macroscopic wave function for the con-
densates. Such a description is generally justified by invok-
ing standard stories about symmetry breaking sfor example,
see Ref. f18gd.
There are several reasons to be suspicious of the standard
story. The first is that it requires a description in terms of a
coherent superposition of states with different atom numbers.
If, as appears to be a very good approximation in this uni-
verse, atom number is conserved, then such a description is
tricky to justify. A common attempt at such justification is
made along the lines that the BEC is surrounded by a thermal
cloud with which it is exchanging atoms and thus the atom
number is undetermined. However, such a process leads only
to a mixed state for the BEC, and not the desired pure co-
herent state. Secondly, the symmetry breaking is generally
invoked by the addition of auxiliary fields with no clear
physical relevance. Finally, the most striking demonstrations
of coherence in BEC’s come from interference experiments,
as is discussed, for instance, in Ref. f19g. However, such
experiments do not require description via atom-number-
violating coherent states, and moreover such a description
places an advocate of such a description in the philosophi-
cally precarious position of writing down quantum mechani-
cal states containing in principle unknowable parameters.
Let us point out that there is a difference between experi-
ments in which a single condensate is coherently “cut” into
two parts, and then allowed to reinterfere. Such interference
is trivially obtainable without the use of coherent states sas
an optical analog, sending a photon Fock state—or even a
thermal state—through a Mach-Zehnder interferometer dem-
onstrates perfect interferenced. Thus we are interested only in
the case that the BEC’s are independent.
It is simple to imagine an experiment involving two
BEC’s that closely follows the optical scenario described
above for photons in cavities. For instance, two condensates
trapped in separate potential wells may be allowed to slowly
tunnel through a barrier. Atoms originating from different
wells can be rendered indistinguishable by mixing at an ap-
propriate beamsplitter. While a standard description of the
experiment would utilize interference between coherent con-
densate fields uc1ueiu, uc2ueif, the discussion of the previous
section can be carried over to conclude that such a descrip-
tion is not necessary. In fact, it is less desirable—it violates
atom number conservation, and invokes the use of the sinde-
pendent andd unknowable phases u ,f, which vary from run
to run of the experiment, and should therefore be correctly
incorporated in a quantum-mechanical framework by the use
of mixed initial states sleading to a description as in Sec. II B
aboved.
In practice the most striking BEC interference patterns are
those which do not involve leaking of single atoms onto a
beamsplitter and detection in one of only two channels, but
rather are those in which spatial diffraction of the initially
independent BEC’s occurs, and a spatial interference pattern
is measured in the region of overlap, as is reported in Ref.
f20g. We therefore extend the discussion of the previous sec-
tion to this type of experiment.
A quantum jumps approach to showing that coherent state
description of interference between independent BEC’s was
first used by Javanainen and Yoo f7,8g but is unnecessary.
They showed that interference patterns emerge even if the
atom number superselection rule is obeyed exactly, and the
2AS actually considered creation of a superposition of a proton
sequivalent to ugld and a neutron sequivalent to ueld using coherent
states—or otherwise—of negatively charged mesons sequivalent to
photonsd.
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condensates are initially in atomic Fock states with the same
number of atoms. This work generated much interest, al-
though very little was done analytically sa notable exception
is Ref. f9gd.
We consider the same simplified model of Javanainen and
Yoo f7,8g, but instead take the initial states to be mixed. It is
assumed that phase diffusion, the shape of the trapping po-
tential and edge effects can be ignored. Each condensate cor-
responds to macroscopic occupation of a single particle
mode with momentum k and is described by a second quan-
tized plane-wave field of the form eikxbk. We assume that the
two condensates are initially in Poissonian states with the
same expected atom number N¯ , see Eq. s10d, and with oppo-
site momenta ±k. The condensates merge over a linear array
of atom detectors and atoms are detected singly. The com-
bined field operator cˆ =eikx1bk+e−ikx1b−k serves as the mea-
surement operator for a detection at position x1.
The situation here turns out to be dynamically equivalent
to the optical problem discussed in Sec. II when the cavity
modes are initially Poissonianly populated and the second
cavity undergoes random phase shifts between detections, for
example because of a frequency mismatch ssee the later part
of Sec. II Ad. Inspecting the atomic measurement operator cˆ ,
it is seen that atomic measurements p /k apart are equivalent,
and further, that a detection in p /2kłx1,p /k is equivalent
to one in 0łx1,p /2k at x1−p /2k with operator cˆ
=eikx1bk−e−ikx1b−k. For a mixed state
r ~E d2a d2b Psa,bdualkauk ^ ublkbu−k,
the probability density for measurement at x1 with this peri-
odic identification is proportional to
trseikx1bk + e−ikx1b−kdrse−ikx1bk
† + e+ikx1b
−k
† d
+ seikx1bk − e−ikx1b−kdrse−ikx1bk
†
− e+ikx1b
−k
† d
~E d2a d2b Psa,bdsuau2 + ubu2d .
On this reduced range every x1 is equally probable and the
problem can be treated by assuming “left” and “right” Kraus
operators Kr,t~a+eitb and Kl,t~a−eitb with t taking a ran-
dom value for t for each measurement.
To understand the characteristic localization of relative
phase for the two condensates it is sufficient to take half the
detections at t=0 and the rest at t=p /2, the largest differ-
ence possible. There is little advantage working as in Refs.
f4,5,9g with a probability density for the full measurement
record involving information about the precise spatial distri-
bution of the atomic detections. The commutativity of
Kl,t ,Kr,t allows the process to break down as convenient. We
suppose that there are M measurements at each of t=0 and
t=p /2. The numbers of “left” and “right” counts are de-
noted by l1 ,r1 respectively for t=0 and l2 ,r2 for t=p /2.
The 2M measurements cause the initial state with average
atom number N¯ for each condensate
rI =E du df4p2 ualkauk ^ ublkbu−k,
where a=˛N¯ eiu and b=˛N¯ eif to evolve as
r → M!
r2!l2!
M!
r1!l1!
Kˆ r,p/2
r2 Kˆ l,p/2
l2 Kˆ r,0
r1 Kˆ l,0
l1 rKˆ l,0
l1†Kˆ r,0
r1†Kˆ l,p/2
l2† Kˆ r,p/2
r2†
=E dudf4p2 uCl1,r1t=0 su,fdCl2,r2t=p/2su,fdu2ualkauk ^ ublkbu−k,
where
uCl,r
t su,fdu2 =
sr + ld!
r!l! UcosSD − t2 DU2rUsinSD − t2 DU2l
and D=f−u. The peaked function Cl,r is familiar from Sec.
II and the phase shift t causes a translation.
The general features of the localization are as in the opti-
cal analysis, Sec. II. However, the effect of the phase shift is
to ensure with high probability that exactly one value D0 for
the relative phase is picked out. This is so even when M is
small. The phenomenon can be understood by careful inspec-
tion of the measurement record and with the aid of the
asymptotic expressions for Cl,rsu ,fd, Eqs. s4d and s5d. We
consider the cases of M =3, 8, and 15, looking at the “likely
events”—defined as those with probability greater than an
equal fraction 1/ sM +1d2. The probabilities of these events
total 0.9, 0.8, and 0.8, respectively. In every case a unique
value of D0 is picked out.
In very many cases—all when M =3 and half when M
=15—all the detections are of the same sort, all Kl sor all Krd
at t=0, t=p /2, or both. In other words at least one compo-
nent of uCl1,r1
t=0 su ,fdCl2,r2
t=p/2su ,fdu2 is of the form uCM,0u2 sor
uC0,Mu2d which has only one peak and a larger spread than
otherwise. The product uCl1,r1
t=0 su ,fdCl2,r2
t=p/2su ,fdu2 in turn has
only peak and is highly probable. Other probable events are
such that one peak of uCl1,r1
t=0 su ,fdu2 strongly overlaps with
one peak of uCl2,r2
t=p/2su ,fdu2. In short, the phase shift of p /2
makes it impossible for uCl1,r1
t=0 su ,fdu2 and uCl2,r2
t=p/2su ,fdu2 to
strongly reinforce each other at more than one value for the
relative atomic phase.
In the limit of a large number of detections
r‘ =E duualkauk ^ uaeiD0lkaeiD0u−k. s18d
When the relative phase is perfectly defined the atomic de-
tections have a probability density of cos2skx1−D0 /2d swhere
x1 is the proper positiond. However, beginning from initial
states with no relative phase correlation, the value for the
relative phase localizes much faster than it takes for the
characteristic spatial interference pattern to become well es-
tablished. The numerical studies of Javanainen and Yoo, for
example, simulate interference patterns based on 1000
atomic measurements. However, the dependence in Eq.’s s4d
and s5d on the total number of detections l+r demonstrates
that the underlying rate of localization is similar to that at
either of the two values of D0 which evolve when the phase
t is fixed, as in Sec. II. The scalar function uCl1,r1
t=0 Cl2,r2
t=p/2u is
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well estimated by a Gaussian with width between ˛2/M and
2/˛M.
IV. RELATIVE LOCALIZATION OF POSITION
The reference frame with which we, as human observers,
have the most natural familiarity is position. A recent article
f10g by Rau, Dunningham, and Burnett sRDBd examined lo-
calization in relative position for two massive particles. The
initial states chosen for each particle were momentum
eigenstates—the particles are supposed to start off delocal-
ized throughout a region very much longer than the wave-
length of the incident light. Two simple examples were ana-
lyzed numerically using a stochastic approach. RDB
suggested that the localizing process might be extendable to
many particles with the emergent relative positions having
the properties of classical vector displacements.
The first example—that of a “rubber cavity”—is illus-
trated in our Fig. 6 sFig. 1 of Ref. f10gd. The relative position
of two mirrors in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is localized
by a series of single photons which pass through the device
and are detected by photodetectors monitoring the two out-
put channels. This example resembles the localization of op-
tical phase considered in Sec. II. In fact the snumerically
producedd Fig. 2 of Ref. f10g is essentially identical with our
sanalyticd Fig. 2. The Kraus operators which summarize the
possible outcomes for each photon are proportional to
expsi˛2kxˆd ± expsi˛2kyˆd , s19d
where k is the photon momentum and ˛2k is the momentum
kick imparted to each mirror, located at x and y. Their action
in the position basis is analogous to that of the optical op-
erators Kl and Kr on optical coherent states in Sec. II, al-
though in the latter case the basis is overcomplete. Differ-
ently from the optical case the pattern of relative spatial
localization which emerges has a periodicity of p˛2/k and
extends throughout the region where the particles were at the
start.
The second example considered by RDB is the localiza-
tion in relative position sdue to the scattering of plane wave
photonsd off two free particles boxed in a one dimensional
region. Figure 7 illustrates the situation. The Kraus operators
are derived as follows. It is supposed that each particle if
taken by itself acts as a perfect point scatterer, scattering as S
waves with certainty. The scattered photons are detected in
the far field at some angle u of deflection. This simple scat-
tering cannot yield information about the “position” of the
particle, see Ref. f21g. Rather each event imparts a variable
momentum kick k sin u with operator expsik sin u xˆd, where
k is the momentum of the incident photon, assumed to ap-
proach perpendicularly. With two particles the Kraus opera-
tors are therefore
expsik sin u xˆd + expsifdexpsik sin u yˆd , s20d
supposing that scattering off each particle is indistinguish-
able. The operators are seen to form a density. The condition
that the two particles should act as a single point scatterer
when together sets f=0. In addition unitary implies the pos-
sibility for forward scattering and the single Kraus operator
is
˛E
0
2p du
2p
sin2F k sin u2 syˆ − xˆdG . s21d
These forward scattering events do contribute to the localiz-
ing process and cannot be ignored.
It could be asked why the two particles are not considered
to be delocalized in a two dimensional region. In fact there is
a complication in this case. Following the same arguments as
previously we can easily write down the Kraus operators. We
resolve our vectors in Cartesian components with the “x di-
rection” aligned along the direction of propagation of the
incident plane wave:
Kˆ S =˛ 12p expsiDk · mˆdcosSDk2 rˆD ,
Kˆ N =˛E
0
2p du
2p
sin2SDk2 · rˆD ,
where the vector position operator for the jth particle is
sxj ,yjd, rˆ= sxˆ2− xˆ1 , yˆ2− yˆ1d, mˆ= fsxˆ1+ xˆ2d /2 , syˆ1+ yˆ2d /2g and
the momentum kick is Dk=ks1−cos u ,−sin ud. The problem
is this—the operators depend on the vector rˆ rather than just
urˆu. They potentially resolve an absolute orientation as well as
a relative position with the fixed direction of the incident
photons providing a reference.
FIG. 6. Photons with momentum k pass through a “rubber
cavity”—Mach-Zehnder interferometer in which two of the mirrors
are mounted on “quantum springs” and are initially delocalized
along an axis. Two photodetectors monitor the output channels.
FIG. 7. Plane wave photons with momentum k scatter off two
free particles, delocalized in a region of length R, and are either
deflected at an angle u or continue in the forward direction. The
observer can “see” photons which forward scatter or which are
deflected only by a small amount.
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The key difference between the rubber cavity and scatter-
ing models, as shown in the numerical studies of Ref. f10g, is
that the changeable momentum kick of the latter localizes a
single value for the relative position rather than a periodic
array. Localization at any value within the initial region is
possible. Notice however that the symmetry about 0
remains—the scattering process localizes the absolute value
of the relative position leaving two values for the relative
displacement, whenever the initial conditions allow for it.
Comparison should be made with Sec. III where here trans-
lations rather than frequency shifts prevent multiple values
for the localization of the relative parameter, and the multi-
plicity is eliminated entirely.
In what follows we investigate further the models intro-
duced by RDB. We focus on the case that the particles share
the same attributes and start in the same state. In particular
we use Gaussian states as a basis rather than position eigen-
states, which on their own are dynamically fragile, in as
much as they disperse infinitely rapidly under free evolution.
This also facilitates analogy with the localization of relative
phase discussed in earlier sections. The case of localizing
relative position turns out to be more technically complex
however, since Gaussian states are not eigenstates of trans-
lation operators. In what follows we must first take a brief
diversion to clarify the technicalities of working with Gauss-
ian states.
We employ the notation uck,a,dl for a Gaussian state with
mean momentum k, mean position a, and spatial spread pa-
rameter d,
uck,a,dl ~ ˛dE
−‘
‘
dx eiksx−adGa,dsxduxl ,
where Ga,d denotes a Gaussian probability distribution with
mean a and spread d,
Ga,dsxd =
1
d˛2p
e−1/2fsx − ad/dg
2
.
and d is suppressed when it is constant for consecutive steps.
We consider the effect of a sequence of localizing Kraus
operators Ksxˆ1 , xˆ2d=KiNsxˆ1 , xˆ2dflKi1sxˆ1 , xˆ2d, acting on an ar-
bitrary basis state for the two particles. Rather than explicit
localization in the relative mean position parameter a2−a1,
the basis states evolve to a superposition as follows:
uck1,a1,dl ^ uck2,a2,dl → S 12pD
2E dx1 dx2 dp1 dp2
3 Ksx1,x2deip1sa1−x1deip2sa2−x2d
3 ucp1+k1,a1,dl ^ ucp2+k2,a2,dl ,
s22d
where Ksx1 ,x2d is evaluated at number values and, unless
otherwise specified, the integral is e
−‘
‘ fle
−‘
‘
. We can under-
stand this more simply. Writing Ksx1 ,x2d=e+izsx1+x2d/2CQfsx2
−x1d /2g, a product of translation to the center of mass swhere
z /2 is the cumulative momentum kickd and the localizing
function CQfsx2−x1d /2g, we assume that the Fourier trans-
form C˜ Qspd=edz e−ipzCQszd may be defined. Then the final
state is proportional to
eizfsa1+a2d/2g E dp eisp/2dsa2−a1dC˜ Qspd
3ucz/2−p/2+k1,a1l ^ ucz/2+p/2+k2,a2l . s23d
We see then that the basis states evolve to an increasingly flat
superposition over relative mean momentum with the phase
terms recording the location of the relative spatial maxima.
In particular C˜ Qspd.e−isp/2dD0 when Ksxˆ1 , xˆ2d enforces sharp
localization of the relative position at a single value D0.
We can simplify further by changing basis, regarding the
Hilbert space as a tensor product of spaces for the center of
mass and the relative position, rather than spaces for each
particle
uxl ^ uyl ↔ U x + y2 Lc.m. ^ U y − x2 Lrel.
The basis state considered above can be rewritten as another
product of Gaussian states
uck1,a1,dl ^ uck2,a2,dl ~ uck1+k2,a1+a2/2,d/˛2lc.m.
^ uck2−k1,sa2−a1d/2,d/˛2lrel.
The final state in the new notation after Ksxˆ1 , xˆ2d has acted
enforcing sharp localization at D0 is proportional to
eizfsa1+a2d/2guck1+k2+z,sa1+a2d/2,d/˛2lc.m.
^ E dp eisp/2dsa2−a1−D0duck2−k1+p,sa2−a1d/2,d/˛2lrel.
s24d
The center of mass component is merely translated. The lo-
calization in the relative component is best seen by compari-
son with the following identity, expanding an arbitrary posi-
tion eigenstate in terms of Gaussians
E dp eipsa−Xduck+p,a,dl ~ eiksX−adGa,dsXduXl .
If X is far from a the norm vanishes.
We now turn our attention to the localization of relative
position for two particles as might actually occur in nature.
Rather than the pure momentum states chosen by RDB for
initial states, we consider the localization between two ther-
mal particles. It is assumed that the two particles have equal
mass m and temperature T. We assume first a localizing pro-
cess that can pick out one particular value D0 for the relative
position.
A thermal state for one particle is given by a mixture of
momentum eigenstates, weighted according to the classical
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and can be expressed in
terms of Gaussian states in a simple diagonal form
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E dp˛ 12pmkBT expS− p
2
2mkBT
Duplkpu =E da2p uc0,alkc0,au .
s25d
The spatial spread parameter of the Gaussian states is given
by d=˛1/2mkBT; when the particle is heavy and hot the
Gaussian states approximate position eigenstates. We get rid
of the infinite limits in Eq. s25d and work with normalizable
states delocalized over a finite region R. For both particles
together,
rI ~ E
R
E
R
da1 da2uc0,a1lkc0,a1u ^ uc0,a2lkc0,a2u . s26d
Under the action of the localizing process Ksxˆ1 , xˆ2d the
initial state rI is transformed as follows, keeping with the
same notation as introduced previously,
rI → KiN fl Ki2Ki1rKi1† Ki2† fl KiN†
~ E
R
E
R
E da1 da2 d2x1s8d d2x2s8d d2p1s8d d2p2s8d
3 e−ihp1sx1−a1d+p2sx2−a2djeihp18sx18−a18d+p28sx28−a28dj
3 Ksx1,x2dKsx18,x28d
*ucp1,a1,dlkcp18,a1,du
^ ucp2,a2,dlkcp28,a2,du , s27d
where d2x1
s8d abbreviates dx1 dx18, etc. When the Ksxˆ1 , xˆ2d op-
erators enforce sharp localization—at D0 say—the final state
takes the simple form
r‘ ~ E
R
E
R
E da1 da2 d2ps8d ei/2sp−p8dsa2−a1−D0ducz/2−p/2,a1l
3kcz/2−p8/2,a1u ^ ucz/2+p/2,a2lkcz/2+p8/2,a2u . s28d
The center of mass and relative positions remain unentangled
throughout the localizing process, as is clear for example
from Eq. s24d, and as would certainly be expected. The two
particles however evolve from being separable to being
highly entangled. This contrasts to the localization of relative
optical phase for two initially Poissonian, or thermal optical
states which do not become entangled despite the emergence
of strong correlation between them, as discussed in Sec. II.
We now look more closely at the localization in relative
position induced by the scattering operators s20d and s21d
which describe the general case of light scattering off two
free particles. We suppose in the first instance that the inci-
dent light comes as single photons with the same frequency.
However, differently from RDB, we do not assume a detailed
record for every event. Rather we consider two types of mea-
surement outcome: a “forward scattering” where the incident
photon continues without scattering or is scattered into a
small angle between −e and e and a “deflection” where the
photon is scattered outside of this range and the light source
dims. We mix over the possible events constituting a mea-
surement outcome. This is a reasonable model for a real
observer monitoring light from a distant source scattering off
two particles, who only has a limited field of view and can-
not measure the angle of scattering.
As previously we work with thermal particles supposed
initially to be delocalized in a region R. We change basis to
separate out the center of mass and relative components. The
initial state of the particles is then
rI ~E da1 + a22 uc0,sa1+a2d/2,d/˛2lkc0,sa1+a2d/2,d/˛2uc.m ^ rrel,
where
rrel ~ E
Llower
Lupper
d
a2 − a1
2
uc0,sa2−a1d/2,d/˛2lkc0,sa2−a1d/2,d/˛2urel,
where having changed integration variables from a1 and a2
to sa1+a2d /2 and sa2−a1d /2, Llower and Lupper denote the
lower and upper limits of the inner integral which corre-
sponds to the relative component of the two particle state.
Llower and Lupper depend on the outer integration variable
sa1+a2d /2, and in effect ensure that the particles remain
within the original region R. With S deflection and F
forward-scattering events, rrel evolves to rrel8 as follows, trac-
ing out the center of mass component at the end:3
3The momentum kick imparted to the center of mass depends on
the angle of scattering but the linearity of the partial trace procedure
ensures that this causes no additional complication.
FIG. 8. Probability densities between Llower and Lupper for the
relative separation of two free thermal particles after five photons,
each with momentum k=5, have scattered off them, either being
deflected into some large angle or continuing in the forward direc-
tion. The spatial spread parameter d=˛1/2mkBT is set to 0.2 sunits
2p /kd.
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rrel8 =E E E
Llowerfsa1+a2d/2g
Lupperfsa1+a2d/2g
d
r
2
d
r8
2
d
a2 − a1
2
Gsa2−a1d/2,d/˛2S r2DGsa2−a1d/2,d/˛2S r82 D
3 F˛E
0
2p
du sin2S k sin ur2 D˛E0
2p
du sin2S k sin ur82 D + E
−e
e
du cosS k sin ur2 DcosS k sin ur82 DGF
3FE
e
2p−e
du cosS k sin ur2 DcosS k sin ur82 DGSU r2LK r82 Urel. s29d
A typical pattern of localization is shown in Fig. 8 which
plots the probability density Psy−xd~ ksy−xd /2urrel8 usy
−xd /2l for different ratios of “deflection” and “forward-
scattering” events, where x and y are the sprecised positions
of each particle; prior to the scattering process Psy−xd is
uniformly distributed. In contrast to the sharp localization
discussed previously, limited knowledge of the scattering
record means that the localization of relative position is only
partial, even after many photons have been scattered. Rather
than peaks in the relative position we see complex interfer-
ence patterns.
As expected the degree of localization sand associated
probabilitiesd for different outcomes are found to be insensi-
tive to the precise value of the small parameter e describing
the narrow range of angles visible to the observer. Taking e
=0, the patterns are characterized by Bessel functions of the
first kind Prelsy−xd,f1−J0(ksy−xd)gFf1+J0(ksy−xd)gD,
where D denotes the number of deflections and F the number
of photons continuing in the forward direction. The localiza-
tion is symmetric about the origin. Sharp localization at one
specific value—y=x—is possible with small probability and
occurs when every photon is deflected.
In our final example we consider the case that the scatter-
ing light is thermal, as well as the two massive particles.
Each incident wavepacket is described by the mixture r
=Snfn¯n / s1+ n¯dn+1gunlknu swhere unl denotes an n photon Fock
stated. The scattering operators Eq. s20d and Eq. s21d must be
modified. We replace the fixed momentum kick k sin u by the
operator Nˆ k sin u where Nˆ is the number operator for the
optical mode. Scattering of a single thermal wavepacket
leads to a variable photon count, all detected at a single angle
u of deflection. A typical pattern of localization is shown in
Fig. 9 which plots the probability density Psy−xd after five
thermal wave packets have scattered; the results are not sen-
sitive to the precise value of the small parameter e.
V. DISCUSSION
We have examined in depth the measurement induced
relative localization of some interesting quantum-mechanical
degrees of freedom. Along the way we have characterized
the differences that occur when mixed states are involved sin
particular showing that for certain mixed states the relative
localization can be just as good as for initially pure statesd
and provided analytic analyses of situations which previ-
ously have been studied numerically. We have shown that the
relative phase localization in BEC’s can be faster than the
interference pattern emergence, a feature not discernible
from the previous numerical studies.
There are certain natural directions in which our results
should be extended. At present we are uncertain whether
certain values for the localizing parameter can be favored
si.e., dominated after averaging over all measurement
records, particularly if one system is macroscopic compared
to the other. In the context of understanding the construction
of reference frames for quantum systems, this asymmetric
case becomes particularly important. Another question that
becomes important is that of the transitivity of the localiza-
tion when applied to more than two systems. For most of the
processes we have studied analytically in this paper it is rea-
sonably trivial to see that such transitivity does, in fact, oc-
cur.
FIG. 9. Probability densities for the relative separation of two
free thermal particles after five thermal wavepackets have scattered
off them, either being deflected into some large angle or continuing
in the forward direction. The momentum parameter k=5 and the
spatial spread parameter d=0.2 sunits 2p /kd. The thermal wave-
packets have mean photon number n¯=5.
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We have touched on the connection to superselection
rules. Two other areas of fundamental interest that have some
connection with the ideas presented here are symmetry
breaking and decoherence. The former because a symmetry
breaking is performed with respect to some frame of refer-
ence which, if treated quantum mechanically, should amount
to a dynamical localization of some relative parameter in a
way that results in final states quantitatively similar to those
we have discussed here. The latter because an approach to
decoherence in which the “localization to pointer basis
states” is performed in a completely relational picture is de-
sirable if one wishes to extend the ideas of decoherence
theory to closed systems ssuch as the universed.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE VISIBILITY
FOR POISSONIAN STATES
The initial state of the cavity fields, a product of two
Poissonian states both with average photon number N¯ ,
r =E du df4p2 ualkau ^ ublkbu ,
where a=˛N¯ eiu and b=˛N¯ eif acquires a factor
Cl,rsu,fd =KrU˛ea + ˛eb˛2 LKlU− ˛ea + ˛eb˛2 L ,
extracting the l and r photon components of the coherent
states, under the canonical localizing processing, in which a
fraction eN¯ leaks out of each cavity and l and r photons are
detected at the left and right detectors, respectively. Cl,r is
peaked at ±D0 given by 2 arccos˛r /r+ l. The final state is
then
r8 =
er+l
4p2r!l!
e−2eN
¯ E du dfUa + b˛2 U
2rU− a + b˛2 U
2l
ua8lka8u
^ ub8lkb8u ,
where a8=˛1−ea and b8=˛1−eb.
A probability can be calculated using
E du df cos2r f − u2 sin2l f − u2 = 4pGsr + 0.5dGsl + 0.5dGsr + l + 1d ,
Pl,rse,N¯ d = tr r8 =
s2eN¯ dr+l
r!l!
e−2eN
¯
Gsr + 0.5dGsl + 0.5d
pGsr + l + 1d
.
The visibility of r8 is computed as follows. The second
mode undergoes a variable phase shift of t and both modes
are then combined at a 50:50 beamsplitter. r8 is goes to r9
according to
ua8lka8u ^ ub8lkb8u → Ua8 + b8eit˛2 LKa8 + b8eit˛2 U
^ U− a8 + b8eit˛2 LK− a8 + b8eit˛2 U .
Intensity is then defined as
Istd = trsa†ar9d
~E du dfUa + b˛2 U
2rU− a + b˛2 U
2lUa8 + b8eit˛2 U
2
,
where the constant of proportionality is of no interest as it
divides out when computing the visibility. Expanding the last
term of the integrand,
Ua8 + b8eit˛2 U
2
= 2s1 − edN¯ cos2SD + t2 D ,
where D=f−u. The expression for Istd may be simplified:
Istd ~E du df cos2rSD2 Dsin2lSD2 DFcos2SD2 Dcos2 t2
− 2 cosSD2 DsinSD2 Dcos t2 sin t2 + sin2SD2 Dsin2 t2G .
The first and last contributions can be resolved in terms of G
functions as for the probability above, and the second term
evaluates to 0. So,
Istd ~ r cos2
t
2
+ l sin2
t
2
+
1
2
and extremizing at t=0 and t=p,
V = sImax − Imind/sImax + Imind =
ur − lu
r + l + 1
.
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE VISIBILITY
FOR THERMAL STATES
The calculations follow a similar line to the Poissonian
case above. The initial state of the two cavity fields, a prod-
uct of two thermal states with the same average photon num-
ber N¯ ,
r = S 1
N¯ p
D2E d2a d2b exp − S uau2 + ubu2
N¯
Dualkau ^ ublkbu ,
where a=˛n¯eiu and b=˛m¯eif acquires a factor
KrU˛ea + ˛eb˛2 LKlU− ˛ea + ˛eb˛2 L ,
extracting the l and r photon components of the coherent
states, under the canonical localizing process.
The final state is
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r8 =
er+l
N¯ 2p2r!l!
E d2a d2b exp − S uau2 + ubu2
N¯
D
3Hexp − eSUa + b˛2 U2 + U− a + b˛2 U2DJ
3Ua + b˛2 U
2rU− a + b˛2 U
2l
ua8lka8u ^ ub8lkb8u ,
where a8=˛1−ea and b8=˛1−eb. This expression may be
simplified using the parallelogram rule
Ua + b˛2 U
2
+ U− a + b˛2 U
2
= uau2 + ubu2
giving
r8 =
er+l
N¯ 2p2r!l!
E d2a d2b
3Hexp − Se + 1
N¯
DSUa + b˛2 U2 + U− a + b˛2 U2DJ
3Ua + b˛2 U
2rU− a + b˛2 U
2l
ua8lka8u ^ ub8lkb8u .
A probability can be calculated, changing variables of in-
tegration such that sa+bd /˛2→a and s−a+bd /˛2→b
and evaluating with d2a /p=dn¯sdu /2pd and d2b /p
=dm¯sdf /2pd,
Pl,rse,N¯ d = tr r8
=
er+l
N¯ 2p2r!l!
E d2a d2b
3Hexp − Se + 1
N¯
Dsuau2 + ubu2dJuau2rubu2l
=
seN¯ dr+l
s1 + eN¯ dr+l+2
.
The calculation for the intensity Istd for r8 proceeds as fol-
lows:
Istd = trsa†ar9d ~E d2a
p
d2b
p Hexp − Se + 1N¯ Dsuau2 + ubu2dJ
3 uau2rubu2lua8 + b8 + s− a8 + b8deitu2
~E dn¯ du2pdm¯df2pHexp − Se + 1N¯ Dsn¯ + m¯dJ
3 n¯rm¯lu˛n¯eius1 − eitd + ˛m¯eifs1 + eitdu2.
Now,
u˛n¯eius1 − eitd + ˛m¯eifs1 + eitdu
= n¯u1 − eitu2 + m¯u1 + eitu2 + sfldeiue−if + sflde−iueif
and the latter two contributions integrate to 0. Hence,
Istd ~ u1 − eitu2E dn¯ dm¯ n¯r+1m¯l exp − HSe + 1
N¯
Dsn¯ + m¯dJ
+ u1 + eitu2E dn¯ dm¯ n¯rm¯l+1 exp − HSe + 1
N¯
Dsn¯ + m¯dJ .
Evaluating the integrals is as for the probability calculation
above:
Istd ~ su1 − eitu2sr + 1d + u1 + eitu2sl + 1dd
~ l cos2
t
2
+ r sin2
t
2
+ 1
and the visibility is given by
V =
ur − lu
r + l + 2
extremizing at t=0 and t=p.
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